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Summary

•  Shock ignition concept

•  A brief overview of theoretical and experimental results

•  progess in target design
•  scaling
•  definining and measuring “safety” margins 
•  increasing margins (i.e. robustness) 

•  Conclusions & directions for future work



the standard ICF approach: central ignition
imploding fuel kinetic energy converted into internal energy 

and concentrated in the centre of the fuel 

(see, e.g., S. Atzeni and J. Meyer-ter-Vehn, The Physics of Inertial Fusion, Oxford University Press, 2004.)

implosion velocity for 
ignition:
uimp > 300 – 400 km/s

depending of the fuel mass 
and on the compressed 
fuel in-flight isentrope:
uimp ∝ m-0.15  αif

2/9

NIF point design: 

uimp =  370 km/s



Standard central ignition:
 capsule energy decreases strongly 
with increasing implosion velocity

but, issues as the velocity increases
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-  higher velocity = > higher driving pressure => higher laser intensity 
⇒   laser-plasma instabilities (LPI)

-  higher velocity => hydrodynamic instabilities more dangerous

(*) Herrmann, Tabak, Lindl, Nucl. Fusion 41, 99 (2001)

(*) 

[Also, central ignition => isobaric compressed assembly;
 lower gain than from non-isobaric configurations]



The ICF hot spot ignition condition is essentially 
a condition on the hot spot pressure

ρc/ρh = 5 - 7

fuel at ignition 

pressure for ignition:
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p  (Gbar)  > 500  
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S. Atzeni and J. Meyer-er-Vehn, 
The Physics of Inertial Fusion, Oxford (2004) 

S. Atzeni et al. NJP (2013); 
J. Lindl et al, NF (2014)  



Pressure at stagnation is 
a strong function of the implosion velocity ( p ~ uimp)3



but stagnation pressure can be amplified by �
a properly tuned shock 

a)  pulse generates 
imploding shock

b)  imploding shock 
amplified as it 
converges

c)  imploding shock 
pregresses, while 
shock bounces from 
center

d)  the two shocks 
collide, and launch 
new shocks; the 
imploding shock 
heats the hot spot  



Shock ignition
vs 

conventional direct-drive central ignition 



HiPER baseline target -- Shock-ignition 

Laser wavelength = 0.35 µm
Compression energy: 160 - 180 kJ
Focal spot: 0.64 mm (compression)
                   0.4   mm (SI)
Adiabat-shaping picket

Target: S. Atzeni, A. Schiavi and C. Bellei, PoP, 15, 14052702  (2007) 
Pulses: X. Ribeyre et al, PPCF 51, 015013 (2009);  
             S. Atzeni, A. Schiavi, A. Marocchino, PPCF 53, 035010  (2011) 

design constraints:
   

•  Intensity ≤ 5 x 1014 W/cm2

      (compression laser; λ = 0.35 µm) 
•  IFAR < 30
•  in-flight-<adiabat> ≤ 1.2
•  ablation front RTI growth factor

    

€ 

max
l
(Γl ) = max l γl∫ dt( ) ≤ 6



A brief overview of shock-ignition studies(*)

(*)very recent detailed reviews:

S. Atzeni, X. Ribeyre, G. Schurtz, A. J. Schmitt, B. Canaud, R. Betti and L. J. Perkins, 
Shock ignition of thermonuclear fuel: principles and modelling, Nucl. Fusion 54, 
054008 (2014)

D. Batani, S. Baton, A. Casner, S. Depierreux, M. Hohenberger, O. Klimo, M. Koenig, 
C. Labaune, X. Ribeyre, C. Rousseaux, G. Schurtz, W. Theobald and V.T. Tikhonchuk, 
Physics Issues for shock ignition, Nucl. Fusion 54, 054009 (2014)



A number of targets have been studied(*)
Gain curves computed

(*) by Betti et al.; Ribeyre et al., Schmitt et al.; Canaud et al.; Schmitt et al.; Atzeni et al.; Lafon et al.; 
Perkins et al., Terry et al., Anderson et al.



J. W. Bates et al., HEDP, 6, 128 (2010)

Detailed studies accounting for RTI growth from
 small scale surface perturbation



Gain = 1% of 1D gain
(nominal pulse)

20 µm displacement 
Gain = 95% of 1D gain

10 µm displacement 

Shock-ignition: sensitive to mispositioning
(high convergence)

S. Atzeni, A. Schiavi, A. Marocchino, PPCF 2011



symmetric 
ignition spike

ignition spike 
with l = 2, 
C2 = 80% 

asymmetry

(!!!!)

Shock-ignition tolerates very large spike asymmetry
(artifact of simple modelling?) 

Reference 
irradiation pattern

10.4 µm 
displacement



A target for ignition demonstration on the NIF
(polar direct-drive)

K. S. Anderson et al., Phys. Plasmas 20, 056312 (2013)



A scheme for polar direct-drive on the NIF
(similar schemes devised for LMJ)

L. J. Perkins et al., IAEA Fusion Conf. 2010, IFE/P6-13; M. R. Terry et al., Phys. Plasmas 20, 056312 (2013)



Theobald W. et al, Phys. Plasmas 15, 055503
(2008)

The first integrated experiments showed that   
a properly timed final spike leads to increased neutron yield 



The first integrated experiments showed that   
a properly timed final spike leads to increased neutron yield 



A few issues for shock ignition

(*) but moderately hot (T < 100 keV) electrons may even strengthen the shock:
R. Betti et al., J. Phys. Conf. Series 112, 022024 (2008);
S. Gus’kov et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., 109, 255004 (2012)

•  Laser-plasma interaction at intensities of a few times 1015 W/cm2

•  generation of ablation pressure about 300 Mbar
•  efficient absorption (low SBS, SRS)
•  not too many and not too hot hot-electrons (*)

•  cross-beam-energy-transfer
•  Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities (direct-drive, low adiabat)



data from various sources:  D. Batani et al., Nucl. Fusion 54, 054009 (2014)

The total level of backscattering is not negligible,
but still acceptable 



Depierreux S. et al Phys. Plasmas 19 012705 (2012)

Stimulated Brillouin backscattering 



Stimulated Raman backscattering 

O. Klimo et al, Phys. Plasmas 18, 082709  (2011)

PIC simulations also show 
moderate refelectivity after the first 
tens of ps 



M. Hohenberger et al., Phys. Plasmas, 21, 032710 (20140

Shock pressure

-  Pressures up to 90 Mbar in planar experiments
 (Baton et al, PRL 2012; Hohenberger et al., PoP 2014; Batani et al., PoP 2014)
   eg. (below) 75 Mbar at 1.4 1015 W/cm2; 350 nm laser light;
-  planar experiments at higher intensities are dominated by 2D effects
-  Spherical experiment at LLE: indications of very large pressures (> 300 Mbar), 
private commun.



M. Hohenberger et al., Phys. Plasmas, 21, 032710 (2014

The above planar geometry experiments show 
low levels of back-scattering and

low production of moderately hot electrons



(*) S. Atzeni, A. Marocchino, A. Schiavi, Phys. Plasmas 10, 090702 (2012)

HiPER TARGET: 
high 1-D gain (optimistic), but marginal

How to design robust targets?

1.  Reduce risks by scaling to larger size (*)

2.  Measure and increase ignition margins



HiPER target Pulse parameters and 1D performance:
large gain @ 300-400 kJ

              
Compression pulse         
•  Energy  180 kJ  
•  Flat-top power                   42 - 46 TW 
•  Focal spot radius wc           0.65 mm  

Ignition pulse                      
•  Energy                           ≥ 80 kJ  
•  Power                            ≥ 150 TW 
•  Focal spot radius ws           0.4 mm 
•  Synchronization                120 ps (@ 170 TW)

    250 ps (@ 270 TW)

Fusion yield  ≤ 24 MJ 
1D Gain             70 - 80  

Convergence ratio 35 – 42  
      vapor density                 0.3 – 0.1  mg/cm3                        



Two parameters to be adjusted to achieve ignition:
implosion velocity and laser spike power 

= = >  design flexibililty

Implosion velocity (km/s)   

for the HiPER target
gain contours in the 

(implosion velocity – spike power plane)



ignition pressure, hence ignition velocity 
decrease with target size 

    

€ 

u ig*  ∝ m imp
-0.106

    

€ 

ugp  ∝ m imp
-0.14

for peak gain

for marginal ignition



scaling to higher energy = > flexibility and reduced risks 
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Implosion velocity (km/s)   

compression 
laser energy

a) scaling at fixed implosion velocity
b) scaling at fixed ratio uimp/uig*

S. Atzeni, A. Marocchino, A. Schiavi, G. Schurtz, New J. Phys. 15, 045004 (2013)



a) scaling at constant implosion velocity�
- maximum laser intensity decreases with target scale   �
- peak intensity decreases with target scale; large enough targets ignite without             
spike driven shock

b) scaling at fixed ratio uimp/uig*

      - velocity decreases with size; higher spike power; lower compression power

      - very high gain: G > 200 at 2 MJ laser energy (caution: 1D)   

at constant implosion
velocity

at fixed ratio uimp/uig*



Margins, eg ITF(1), for SI targets 
can be measured with 1D simulations(2)

•   Run simulations with hot spot reactivity <σv>DT  multiplied by a factor ξ < 1
•   Find values of ξ for G = 1, and for high G (eg, 80% of nominal 1D “clean” gain)
•   ITF = ITF(ξ)
•   Similarly to Anderson (3), we use ITF* = (ξG

crit)-3/2

(1)  S. W. Haan et al., Phys. Plasmas 18, 051001 (2011); J. Lindl et al., Phys. Plasmas 21, 020501 (2014)
(2)  P. Y. Chang et al., Phys. rev. Lett. 104, 135002 (2010)
(3)  K. S. Anderson et al., LLE Review 133, 1; Phys. Plasmas 20, 056312 (2013)



  Points on the previous gain curves  have small ITF*�
   (in all cases ITF* < 1.9)

-  Scaled targets have nearly the same ITF*

==> We have to define a new reference point (scale s = 1) 



Robustness, ITF*= (ξG
crit)-3/2,  can be increased

by either increasing the implosion velocity uimp or spike 
power.  We choose to increase uimp

previous reference point 

ξG
crit

new reference point 



We scale targets at constant uimp/uig (option b)
As expected

scaled targets have nearly the same ITF*



Targets with ITF* = 2.8 – 3, scaled at constant ratio uimp/uig:
energy gain > 100 

at Elaser < 1 MJ and implosion velocity below 300 km/s 



Gain decreases as safety margin increases, 
but still very large at 1 – 2 MJ



Increasing safety margin (ITF*) at given implosion 
velocity: bigger target, larger drive energy

(but still feasible on NIF or LMJ)



higher ITF*==> increased 2D robustness
(e.g. increased tolerance to displacement)

ITF* = 1.8 

scale s = 1.53

Elaser-total = 750 kJ

Uimplo =  252 km/s

Abs. spike P = 160 TW

 24 µm displacement

Yield = 0.4 MJ

ITF* = 2.9 

scale s = 1.53

Elaser-total = 826 kJ

Uimplo =  293 km/s

Abs. spike P = 160 TW

 32 µm displacement

Yield = 87 MJ



Robustness (specifically, tolerance to displacement)
can be futher increased by increasing spike power

Also tested, combination of displacement and reduced reactivity (miming mixing)



Conclusions

•  SI promising alternative to conventional central ignition
•  Targets can be scaled; tests feasible on present facilities 
•  Issues: laser-plasma interaction at high intensity, cross-beam-
energy transfer, low adiabat direct-drive compression, polar direct 
drive (for use of NIF/LMJ)

•  Encouraging experiments on shock generation, LPI, small scale 
integrated implosion/shock

•  Realistic target design in progress; �
robustness, margins, scalings...

•  Significant international cooperation 




